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  1.  Choose the correct option to complete the sentences 

1 Make sure you read the terms and conditions / proof of purchase carefully before you sign the contract. 

2 Do you think the name they’ve chosen for the product proves / reflects what it actually does? 

3 The special offer on this leaflet looks amazing – do you think it’s genuine / faulty? 

4 One aim of the school’s exchange trips is to pilot / promote understanding between different cultures. 

5 Keep the receipt / refund until you’ve tried on the dress with the shoes, just in case you need to take it back. 

 

Mark: ___ / 5 

 2.  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets. 

1 Ella wasn’t feeling great yesterday, but she’s feeling _________________ (slight) better today. 

2 This used to be a dangerous area full of _________________ (abandon) buildings. 

3 If you want to go to university abroad, you might need to apply for _________________ (fund). 

4 Did you see the lightning over the city last night? It was really _________________ (drama)! 

5 The old high street is now a _________________ (thrive) area of artisan bakeries and fair-trade cafés. 

 

Mark: ___ / 5 

3. Cross out the incorrect word in each sentence and write the correct word. 

1 A cash prize have be awarded to the winner next week.  _________________ 

2 You be sent the tickets yesterday.  _________________ 

3 A year abroad will usually offered to all second-year students. _________________ 

4 All candidates have already be emailed the interview dates. _________________ 

5 Some money have been lent to Ella. _________________ 

 

Mark: ___ / 5 

 

4. Complete the passive sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets. Add words if necessary. 

1 The company __________________________ (think / make) its biggest profit so far last year. 

2 I __________________________ (not like / tell) to do my homework. I’d rather choose when to do it. 

3 The students’ business skills __________________________ (expect / improve) after they do the course. 

4 Do you think the Great Wall of China __________________________ (can / really / see) from space? 

5 It __________________________ (recently / suggest) that young people today are less ambitious than their parents. 

 

Mark: ___ / 5 

 

 

 

Total: ___ / 20 


